INTRODUCTION
Multiple packing lines for cased goods are often 16cated in a single room. This room is typically a long distance (200' -2000') from the cased goods warehouse. Rather than a separate conveyor from each packing line to the warehouse, the cases are usually merged onto a single conveyor that carries all the cases to the warehouse.
Experience has shown that even the best thoughtout plans for merging cases together have occasionally resulted in massive jams and costly re-design. A method was needed to predict, before the fact, what size build-ups could be expected for particular configurations running under many sets of packing line feed rates and conveyor belt speeds.
OBJECTIVE
The objective of the study was to devise a means to provide information on queue lengths and gate utilization for cased goods conveyor networks. The system had to be easy to access and use with l i t t l e or no modeling or computing knowledge. The tool was planned to be used by both designers and engineers for new systems and evaluating proposed changes to existing networks.
Because of the diversity of all the users, the program was supposed to be available via conversational terminals as well as batch job submission methods. The conversational version was to be extremely user-oriented and self-explanatory. Because the program was intended to be run frequently, cost was also a major consideration.
PHYSICAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
An accumulating powered belt conveyor system for cased goods consists of two basic elements. The f i r s t element is the packing line, and the second is the merging unit.
When two packing lines feed a single merging unit, the result is a single stream of cases.
Several additional lines may feed in via more merging units to form a large network.
The Packing Line
Each packing line ejects cases of a known length. The length can vary from line to line, so queues are measured in feet rather than cases. The line averages a given number of cases per minute over the course of a day, and the ejection pattern can be measured.
The Merging Unit
The merging unit is usually called a gate or a t r a f f i c cop. The name is adopted because the unit regulates case flow as a t r a f f i c cop would regulate automobile flow through an intersection. The operation of the gate can best be described by the series of Shortly after the GPSS model was completed, SIMSCRIPT II.5 (-~ became available in-house.
Because of the problems with the GPSS model, a new model in $IMSCRIPT seemed attractive.
Some of the reasons for changing to SIMSCRIPT were as follows:
1. The physical system was easily modeled using the concept of entities, attributes, sets and events.
2. The SIMSCRIPT model, once compiled, could be used indefinitely directly from the stored machine code, hence saving from 40-80% of the cost of running each time.
Only the data was used to build each separate model.
(~) trademark and service mark of Consolidated Analysis Centers Inc.
3. The core requirements were much less than with GPSS, and the total cost was reduced by 80-90%.
4. The user could easily understand the source code. Figure 8 is an example of one of the seven events used in the model.
The conversational interface was easy,
since the data was just entered directly into a f i l e , and the report that was desired was printed into an output f i l e . The SIMSCRIPT conveyor model (SIMCON) was easy to conceptualize in these terms.
Permanent Entities
Permanent entities are objects in the model that usually exist throughout the entire simulation, such as machines or loading docks.
In this model there are two types of permanent entities. The quantity of each type is specified when the model is run.
The f i r s t permanent entity is the LINE.
I t has attributes of feed rates, case lengths, and a set (queue) in which to place the cases.
The second permanent entity is the GATE.
Since the GATE receives cases from two sides, the designation of A and B is used. Each GATE has attributes of a source of cases, a conveyor speed and an arm closing for each side. I t also has a designation of the queue to send the case on to. The CASE is then sent on to the correct queue for the next GATE, or in the case of the last GATE, i t is destroyed.
Events
There are only seven events in the model.
The relationship of the events is shown in Figure 9 . Each event has a single argument specifying either the LINE number (in the EJECT.CASE) or the GATE number (all the other events).
The EJECT.CASE event creates a temporary entity, assigns i t the correct length and serial number, and places i t in the queue of the specified GATE. I t then schedules an OPEN.GATE for that GATE on either the A or B side, depending on which side the CASE is placed. 
